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Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO)
An OPO is a versatile laser producing tuneable near and mid-

infrared ultrashort pulses with high brightness and excellent 

stability and have found wide commercial and academic use 

in multi-photon microscopy (life sciences) and spectroscopy 

(chemical analysis). They allow a pulse frequency (ωp) to be 

effectively ‘split’ into two lower frequency components called 

the ‘signal’ (ωs) and the ‘idler’ (ωi).

Nonlinear Envelop Equation (NEE)
These complex pulse evolution processes require 

sophisticated numerical models. The NEE approach provides 

the greatest understanding of OPO behaviour and matches 

well with experimental results, even for broadband signals.
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The Problem
Since OPO simulations require many ‘round trips’ to be

modelled before reaching steady state; it’s prohibitively

computationally expensive to model anything other than the 

shortest crystals with standard methods. The use of longer

crystals is an active research area as they have potential to 

provide greater gain and freedom in tailoring the signal pulse 

for specific applications. Novel approaches must therefore be 

found to quickly and reliably simulate OPOs containing 

crystals longer than a couple of millimetres. 

Output spectrum of OPO 

containing 2.6mm crystal, 

showing pulse evolution 

from weak seed to steady 

state after ~30 round trips. 

Plot obtained via the NEE 

approach on a central 

processing unit (CPU). 
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Algorithm design and parallelised implementation 
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Split-Step Fourier Method (SSFM)
The NEE, as shown above is split into a linear part (left) which 

describes pulse dispersion and is solved in the frequency 

domain, whilst the nonlinear part (right) is solved by 

integration methods in the time domain.

Accuracy of simulation requires a large number of data 

points (time) and a small enough step size (space) to validate 

a linear approximation of the response over each step.

Serial vs. Parallel
In each step of the SSFM, the input field is given by the 

output field of the previous step. This chronological

dependence means that the problem is inherently 

sequential/serial and can’t be naïvely split into independent 

blocks for simultaneous parallel processing. Finding ways to 

parallelise parts of the implementation where possible, is 

nevertheless vital in order to leverage the computational 

power of modern graphical processing units (GPUs).
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Optimisation

Pulses in the model are comprised of thousands of discrete 

points joined together to make an overall envelope. An 

advantage of the NEE is that each point can be treated as 

independently propagating through the SSFM, so work can be 

distributed across GPU cores under NVIDIA’s Compute Unified 

Device Architecture (CUDA). Optimisations implemented 

iteratively as follows:

1. Original MATLAB serial CPU implementation with double 

precision (64 bit) variables.

2. Transfer to MATLAB’s native

parallel GPU functionality.

3. Reduction to single precision

(32 bit) variables to optimise

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

4. Adaptive algorithm for step

size selection on-the-fly, within pre-defined error bounds.

5. Most work offloaded to CUDA function fully written in C.



Resultant optimisation and verification

Crystal Length Round Trips Points Steps (non-adaptive)

1mm (Short) 40 32,768 1,000

Implementation Wall Time Improvement

CPU double precision (64bit) 114 s -

GPU double precision (64bit) 39.0 s 2.9 x

GPU single precision (32bit) 35.5 s 3.2 x

GPU 32bit adaptive (0.1-1% error) 28.6 s 4.0 x 

CUDA 32bit adaptive (0.1-1% error) 4.85 s 23.5 x

Crystal Length Round Trips Points Steps (non-adaptive)

2cm (Long) 8 65,536 20,000

Implementation Wall Time Improvement

CPU double precision (64bit) 1,087 s -

GPU double precision (64bit) 172.5 s 6.3 x

GPU single precision (32bit) 143.1 s 7.6 x

GPU 32bit adaptive (0.01-0.1% error) 37.09 s 29.3 x 

CUDA 32bit adaptive(0.01-0.1% error) 5.785 s 188 x

CPU: Skylake Intel® Core™ i7-6700K CPU @ 4.00GHz, GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 8GB (Display)

Plots showing pulse evolution as a function of round trip number in each crystal, from the initial CPU simulation, and final CUDA simulation.
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